VAN CRANES

ESV1000
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CONTROLS
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ELECTRIC

FEATURES
■■ COMPACT STORAGE

The ESV1000 allows owners the
cargo space while including a lifting
application in their enclosed body
or work van. The crane utilizes
very little space allowing owners to
include shelving units and other van
accessories.

■■ UNIVERSAL PLACEMENT

The ESV1000 can be installed and/
or placed in many different types of
applications including enclosed service
vans, cargo vans, flatbeds, pickup beds
and many more.

A NEW KIND OF LIFTING SOLUTION.
The ESV1000 now offers you a lifting solution for the jobsite
with your enclosed service body. With an extremely small
footprint, the crane can stow nicely against the inside wall on
either the curb-side or street-side of the service body when not
in use. With the telescopic boom, the ESV1000 can fit in any of
the enclosed service bodies without the need for any add-ons
or specialty mounting kits. The 12V DC winch wires directly
to the battery and includes a 12 ft pendant controller with up/
down functions. The winch is situated in a fixed housing to the
side of the crane. This will allow the boom to swing with zero
winch interference, giving the crane a wide swing radius.
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VAN CRANES

SPECIFICATIONS

ESV1000

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Lifting Capacities:

1,000 lbs

Crane Rating:

3,000 ft-lbs

Mounting Space:

10” x 10” Floor-mount

Stowed Height:

37-5/8”

Rope Diameter:

3/16” @ 25’

Line pull speed:

14 ft/min

Max. Single-line:

1,000 lbs

Boom Extension:

Up to 3’

Rotation:

Manual with Band Brake

Power Supply:

Electric 12V DC

Requirements:

12v DC Battery

Circuit Breaker:

150 AMP Recommended

Boom Elevation:

5-pin Boom Elevation

Controls:

12V DC On/Off Winch

Master Disconnect Switch
Crane includes a master disconnect switch kit which
allows the user to disconnect the power to the crane
during transit and when not in use.

ESV1000 DIMENSIONS
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